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CONTACT

ACTIVATE
enRich Your Sales Activity

For Sales Representatives; Account & Territory Managers; Internals Sales Consultants

“I’ve been to many sales programs over the years and this is the first time 

I have gained real practical steps to achieve my goals. 

You have given me direction that I was struggling to find”

Rob Eldridge – Senior Account Manager
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DESCRIPTION 
A 1 or 2 day workshop which introduces Sales Representatives and the like to the ‘Sales Activity Planning’ (SAP) model, 

underpinning principles and showcases the SAP tools. During the workshop, participants are exposed to the universal laws 

governing sales effectiveness, and create their own suite of company and product specific tools, which will maximise sales 

results.

AIMS
This workshop exposes participants to a sales oriented time management methodology, and then creates what will become the 

underpinning sales ethos used to govern the sales teams movements, actions and activities on an ongoing basis. It provides 

mechanisms which allow the team to ensure sales activities are aligned with the sales and marketing direction of the 

organisation, target the right types of potential clients, increase addition product sales and establish strong and measurable 

relationships with existing clients.

CONTENT/TOOLS
*  Experience a sales oriented model for managing the sales activities more effectively

*  Learn the 7 universal laws governing effectiveness in a sales environment

*  Build product or market specific tools which focus the sales team on a defined target market which is aligned to the desired   

   sales and marketing direction of the organisation

*  Learn how to measure how much potential business is in the pipeline

*  Be shown a tool which increases chances of landing potential opportunities

*  Understand a template for measuring and managing relationships with clients

*  Learn how to use a SSLP (Sales-Self Leadership Plan) to plan and execute the key sales activity

PROGRAM FORMAT
Designed as an inter-active workshop, the facilitator taps into the experience and wisdom of participants in order to build a 

suite of ‘Sales Effectiveness tools’ which are specific to the company and its products/services. 

OUTCOMES
*  Improved sales performance and results through effective ownership of sales actions

*  All Sales Managers and sales representatives using a common and uniform set of sales tools, process and systems

*  A common sales effectiveness language which becomes the ‘norm’

*  A system of tools which can be used by managers as a sales coaching process

*  Improved time management

*  Increased revenue and more accurate budget planning


